The Guanahacabibes Peninsula is one of the main migratory corridors of Cuba and thus is a protected area of international recognition with significant conservation efforts. Between 2015 and 2019, we conducted a banding study during autumn migration to determine the structure and composition of migrants using the corridor to contribute to improved management of this protected area.

We set up 12 sampling nets and had a sampling effort of 14,249.4 hours. We captured 104 bird species and classified 72 as migratory or partial migratory. The total number of migratory individuals captured was 6,904. 79.2% of the migratory individuals were juveniles. The species captured came from 10 Orders and 25 Families, which represents 41.7 and 34.2% of the total species recorded in Cuba. Eleven of the captured species are endemic to Cuba and they represent 39.2% of the ornithological endemism of the Cuban archipelago.

We also had several notable species observed in the area that were not captured. These include Lapland Longspur (Calcarius lapponicus) (second record in Cuba and the insular Caribbean), Vermilion Flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus) (first record in Cuba) and Scissor-tailed Flycatcher (Tyrannus forficatus) (new record for Guanahacabibes peninsula).

Other new species for Cuba included Wilson’s Warbler (Cardelina pusilla) and Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii). As a result of this study we were able to update the ornithological list for the area with 11 new records.

Nine species are under some category of threat. The Blue-headed Quail-Dove (Starnoenas cyanocephala) and the Giant Kingbird (Tyrannus cubensis) are endangered. The Cerulean Warbler (Setophaga cerulea) is considered vulnerable. The White-crowned Pigeon (Patagioenas leucocephala), Bee Hummingbird (Mellisuga helenae), and Painted Bunting (Passerina ciris) are vulnerable and close to threatened. The Wood Thrush (Hylocichla mustelina) and Golden-winged Warbler (Vermivora chrysoptera) are close to threatened and although it is of less concern, the Cuban Bullfinch is also close to threatened.

Four of the species caught are considered very rare in Cuba. These included Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii), Least Flycatcher (Empidonax minimus), Mourning Warbler (Geothlypis Philadelphia), and Wilson’s Warbler (Cardellina pusilla).

Continued on page 5
What a crazy and sad time we are in! I hope you are safe and well. With the Brazoria County’s Stay Safe at Home order in place till April 30 (at this time) and our wish to look out for one another, our headquarters office has been closed for a while now. Only a few of our field projects are still taking place, and we are all working from home. All GCBO events have been cancelled or postponed. Brew on the Bayou was moved to Nov 7th (please come join us then!), and we cancelled Spring Fling at Quintana, the Birds in Art exhibit, the monthly bird banding for now, and spring native plant sale. All our presentations, meetings, and travels are suspended, and we have put Summer Bird Camp on hold.

For now the Quintana sanctuaries will remain open to visitors, although the city hall and restroom is closed. If you visit you must practice social distancing of 6 feet apart from any other person. The Town of Quintana is monitoring this, and will close it down if not adhered to! Please park in the marked parking area, and please eBird your sightings so we can track what’s being seen! If access changes we will post the new information.

With so many events cancelled we need your help more than ever! Here’s a few ways you can help our conservation work continue:

- We have opened an online store for you to still get those awesome GCBO Quintana t-shirts, our brand new patches, our cool hats, and more. Go to www.gcbo.org and scroll down the front page for the online store link!
- Please donate bird seed and oranges for Quintana! Birds are still hungry. You can swing by our headquarters in Lake Jackson, TX, and leave by the gate, or by the door at our Quintana Host Station.
- Our Host Station normally takes in many generous donations during Spring Fling, so instead could you go online to www.gcbo.org (or mail a check) and make a donation? Thank you!

Stay safe, get out and walk in nature (staying away from others!) and let us know how you’re doing!

GCBO ONLINE NATURE STORE

Those who have visited our headquarters in Lake Jackson might already know this, but we have a Nature Store! This little store helps us earn funds to keep our conservation work going and also helps us get our name out there (on the front of T-shirts). But now the Nature Store is even better because it’s online. Now you can get your GCBO hats, shirts, patches and more at https://www.gcbo.org/connect/support-us/nature-store/.

Check it out!

Show your love for birds and support for GCBO by wearing one of our baseball caps, now available on our online store.

Photo by Celeste Silling

GCBO’s Quintana Neotropical Bird Sanctuary shirt is a bestselling souvenir for Spring Fling.

Photo by Celeste Silling
ON THE TRAIL OF THE TEXAS HOLY GRAIL BIRD
BY MIKE WILLIAMS

Every year thousands of Texas birders anxiously await the arrival of the iconic Golden-cheeked Warbler. With a breeding range wholly limited to Texas they arrive in late March nesting in South and Central Texas on the Edwards plateau. Their distribution is limited to Oak-Juniper woodlands and they prefer rocky slopes.

Here at GCBO we are no exception! Each April we have a trip West as part of the Experiences Auction to see these elusive birds. They can often be a challenge to find – that is until they sing!

Fiercely territorial, the males sing loud, long and often. Their buzzy song is very distinctive zeedl zeedl zeedl zeedl zweeee tisp. On first arrival they set up their territory and sing their pre-nuptial song desperately trying to attract a mate. Once they have been successful their song changes to the post-nuptial song. Golden-cheeks are monogamous and typically lay 4 eggs which hatch in about 12 days.

It’s hard to explain the excitement of seeing your first Golden-cheeked Warbler. Their siren song calls you to search high and low – then a flash of gold. There he is singing from a treetop. Fiercely territorial he is telling you to leave, this is his territory. Take a good look and a few photographs and back away, safe in the knowledge you have been privileged to see one of the world’s rarest birds! Note, outside of their breeding grounds in Texas, these warblers are almost impossible to see, unless you travel to Mexico or Northern Central America where they migrate for the winter.

The Golden-cheeked Warbler is globally threatened – loss of breeding grounds and habitat driving the number down to about 2,000 birds globally in the 1990s. Today it is estimated this number has grown to 21,000 thanks to aggressive habitat protection, but this needs to continue. The goal is to add 41,000 acres of habitat over the next few years. Despite much effort its breeding grounds continue to shrink (down by a third in the last 20 years) due to urban development, livestock grazing and brood parasite behavior from cowbirds. Without continued and increased protection, the Golden-cheeked Warbler may soon be gone.

The recent increase in numbers means the endangered status of this species may soon be removed. On the surface this sounds like a win for the Golden-cheeked Warbler, but as a result there are concerns that habitat loss will increase significantly, and we will see the numbers drop again. With the continued support of habitat preservation, we will all be able to enjoy this elusive little bird for generations to come.

Please check out GCBO’s online Experience Auction in November at www.gcbo.org. You could be the lucky winner of this trip, or one of 40 other wonderful experiences!

Now When You Shop At Kroger, You Can Support GCBO!

GCBO is a registered charity through Kroger’s Community Rewards Program. This means that you can register your Kroger Plus Card online and select GCBO as the organization of your choice. Every time you use your Kroger Plus Card, Kroger will donate a portion back to GCBO! This is an easy way to support GCBO while you shop – your donations help us continue to protect birds and birding habitat around the Gulf Coast and beyond. To register your Plus Card go to:

https://www.kroger.com/account/enrollCommunityRewardsNow

Our charity number is DN782.
Nonbreeding Shorebird Survey: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
By Taylor Bennett

We just made it through another non-breeding shorebird season, and we had decided to switch things up a bit. As always, the non-breeding shorebird surveys are being done to help monitor populations of threatened, endangered, and species of concern that use the Texas Coast during the winter and to rest and fuel up before they head out to their breeding grounds. The project keeps track of Piping Plovers, Snowy Plovers, Red Knots, American Oystercatchers, and perhaps a few Wilson’s Plovers.

For Matagorda Beach, nothing has changed. We are still surveying our usual thirty-six transects and two areas on the 22 mile long peninsula. The only thing that has changed is our mode of transportation. We were able to obtain a UTV through a very generous bequest from a long time GCBO supporter. Thank you to Irene Moore, and her state.

This past year we noticed a significant amount of erosion at Bryan Beach due to strong storms and unusually high tides. Thank you climate change! As a result, we had to eliminate the last three transects and three areas because they were inaccessible no matter the level of tide and we were consistently not observing birds in these particular areas. Very few species were observed at our area sites due to floods, and the pipeline construction nearby.

To make up for the lost three transects, we were able to add three new transects of Quintana Beach to the mix. The last transect of Quintana is inaccessible to vehicles which makes it a good comparison to the rest of our surveys which allow vehicles. Adding Quintana proved to be successful, and we started to see Black Skimmers, a few Wilson’s Plovers and American Oystercatchers. Woo hoo! However, we started to see less species during the winter, which isn’t surprising but still interesting.

Another area that we added to the mix this season was Follet’s Island. It is located on the northeast side of Surfside Beach. Follet’s Island turned out to be the Holy Grail when it came to variety of species. It appears to be a great roosting spot for wintering, migrating shorebirds. We observed most of our target species at this site including our first banded Red Knot of the season. We were able to add a dozen new yellow flagged, two light blue flagged, three green flagged, and our first red flagged Piping Plover, two new banded Snowy Plovers, and eight of Sue’s banded American Oystercatchers to our resight list. We will be continuing to survey this area weekly.

Along with species, we also monitor disturbances and threats such as vehicles, people, unleashed dogs, and leashed dogs. Last spring, we included a new threat, balloons. Balloons are highly dangerous and deadly to wildlife especially to sea turtles and birds. Sea turtles die because they mistake them for food. The strings entangle birds’ legs and necks causing them to starve because they are unable to hunt for prey and many die due to strangling. We have collected over 600 balloons this season! Yes, you read that correctly. The culprit, of course, are holidays, especially Valentine’s Day. We need to stop giving and releasing balloons as gifts, gestures, and celebrations. We need to realize that they don't float away; instead they end up in our oceans and parks threatening everything around them. We need to find a more eco-friendly alternative to balloons. For the birds!

Deadly comparison of a balloon (top) to a Portuguese Man of War (bottom). This shows how close a common form of food can look to a deadly deflated balloon!
Top photo by Celeste Silling. Bottom photo by Taylor Bennett.

Left: The first Banded Red Knot (GF 002) of the season spotted at our new survey spot Follet’s Island near Surfside Beach, TX
Photo by Taylor Bennett.
GCBO BIRDING TRIPS
BY MARTIN HAGNE

Come birding with GCBO, and our Executive Director Martin Hagne! We are having a great time birding, exploring, enjoying some extraordinary scenery, dining on local cuisine, and of course getting great birds! We always hook up with at least one local guide for the best experience. Here are our upcoming destinations, but hurry, our trips are selling out fast!! You can get more information at www.gcbo.org or send Martin an email at mhagne@gcbo.org

Cuba in October 2020 Only ONE opening left!
The GCBO has been working with partners in Cuba since 2005 on various avian research projects such as a hawk watch and a neotropic migratory bird research station. Travel with GCBO staff and our Cuban ornithological partners to visit research sites, and bird the fabulous Cuban avian diversity. This trip is designed to be able to get as many endemics as possible. October 15 - 26, 2020 $5340.00 Double • $5705.00 Single

Duluth, MN in January 2021 Only a few openings left!
We will repeat this popular trip again, BUT we have added one full day! We will enjoy exploring the snow-covered Sax Zim Bog, lake shores, and northern forests of the Duluth area again this year, for breathtaking views of Great Gray Owl, Snowy Owl, Northern Hawk-Owl, Bohemian Waxwing, Sharp-tailed Grouse, Boreal Chickadee, Evening Grosbeak, and all the other boreal species one expects to see! February 3 - 8, 2021 $1025.00 Double • $ 1225.00 Single

Other Upcoming 2021 Trips Will Include:
Oaxaca, Mexico - TBA • The Northwest, USA - TBA

CUBA AUTUMN MIGRATION 2015-2019
(continued from page 1)

Another 19 are classified as rare, although our results suggest a change of status for the following: Western Wood-pewee (Contopus sordidulus), Swainson’s Thrush (Catharus ustulatus), Wood Thrush, Kentucky Warbler (Geothlypis Formosa), Cerulean Warbler, Bay-breasted Warbler (Setophaga castanea) and Blackburnian Warbler (Setophaga fusca). Wood Thrush can be considered common during autumn migration and the rest have moderate to low frequency at the same time of year. In addition, Hooded Warbler (Setophaga citrina) is considered uncommon but in our area they were among the species with the most captures.

We would like to acknowledge and thank the following organizations for assistance with making this study possible: Center of Research and Environmental Services ECOVIDA, Ecology and Systematic Institute, Gulf Coast Bird Observatory, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign (especially Antonio Celis, Jill Deppe and Mike Ward), Optic for the Tropics, Natural History Museum, University of Havana, and the many volunteers that helped with this study.
GCBO Collaborates with the Texas Mid-Coast NWR to Study Wintering Loggerhead Shrikes

By Susan Heath, PhD

This past winter, GCBO and the Texas Mid-coast NWR embarked on a Loggerhead Shrike study with help from the Cradle of Texas Master Naturalists. The purpose of this project is to gain information on how migrant and resident Loggerhead Shrikes partition habitat during the winter. Although Loggerhead Shrikes are still common in Texas, the species is listed as endangered, threatened, or as a species of concern across a large portion of its range, especially in the eastern U.S. Some studies have indicated that constraints associated with winter habitat are limiting the migratory populations of this species, thus a better understanding of the dynamics between migrant and resident Loggerhead Shrikes is needed. This winter was a pilot season in which we banded nine shrikes and put nanotag transmitters on six of them at Brazoria NWR and the Sargent unit of San Bernard NWR. We are utilizing our Motus network to track the shrikes but Master Naturalist volunteers are also tracking them manually from November through February. We will use this data to map their territories and determine if there are habitat differences between migrants and residents. This pilot project was in support of our larger project which will begin next winter through a $92,000 grant from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and ConocoPhillips through the SPIRIT of Migratory Bird Conservation Program. We will put nanotag transmitters on 10 birds each winter for three winters and map their territories utilizing the tracking data.

Western Gulf Motus Network Updates

By Susan Heath, PhD

It's been four years since GCBO and the Texas Mid-Coast NWR complex began deploying Motus towers along the Texas coast and I thought I'd give an update. If you aren't familiar with this project you can read up about it online at www.motus.org. It is a collaborative research network that uses coordinated automated radio telemetry arrays to study the movements of small animals including, of course, birds. We deployed 15 towers from Texas City south to Rockport and they've been humming along ever since. They collect data for researchers in North, Central, and South America as the birds migrate across the Texas coast in the fall and spring. We had detections of a number of species including Barn Swallow, Brown-headed Cowbird, Cliff Swallow, Eastern Whip-poor-will, Gray Catbird, Least Tern, Ovenbird, Sanderling, Semipalmated Sandpiper, Swainson’s Thrush, Wood Thrush, and Yellow-billed Cuckoo. Many of these birds were banded on the wintering ground in South America!

We've also utilized the towers to support some of our own research, most recently our Loggerhead Shrike project. From November through March of this past winter, our towers made 122 Loggerhead Shrike detections that included five of the six shrikes on which we deployed nanotags (the radio tags picked up by the Motus network). This data will be invaluable in determining how the birds are utilizing Gulf Coast habitat during the winter.

Believe it or not, after only four years, the technology deployed in our towers is obsolete and the refuge is working with partners to acquire funds to update all our towers to newer technology. With these updates, we'll be able to support research that detects birds at a finer scale than we can currently and we'll certainly be using it for our own needs as well!
SMITH POINT FALL 2019: A SEASON WITH LOW NUMBERS

BY SUSAN HEATH, PHD

In 2019, we decided to change the dates of the count at Smith Point in response to changes in migration patterns of the birds. We had originally set the start date on August 1 to capture Swallow-tailed Kite migration because that species migrates early, but we weren’t really getting much bang for our buck there. Conversely, we noticed that when we arrived in mid-November to pick up the RV and move it back to GCBO, birds were still migrating overhead. So in 2019, we moved the start of the count to August 15th and the end of the count from November 15th to November 30th. This was with approval of Bob Baez’s mother who granted him permission to miss Thanksgiving back home in Pennsylvania!

The change to November 30th turned out to be a good move because we tallied an additional 2,157 birds from November 16th to November 30th, recorded a new high for Turkey Vultures and tied the high for Bald Eagles and Merlins. In a season that was slow in every other way, this was a bonus. Overall we tallied our lowest number of Broad-winged Hawks ever with only 13,843. Other low numbers included only 206 Swainson’s Hawks (high 1,036), 969 Cooper’s Hawks (high 2,066) and 1,989 Sharp-shinned Hawks (high 7,271). American Kestrels were low too with only 399 recorded (high 2449). There is evidence from other parts of the country that kestrels are in trouble and these numbers certainly seem to back that up.

We’ve decided to continue with the August 15 to November 30 schedule in 2020 and here’s hoping for a better year!

GCBO SURVEYS BIRDS USING INTERTIDAL REEF

BY SUSAN HEATH, PHD

In summer 2018, GCBO began monitoring bird use of intertidal reef for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coastal Program. Intertidal reef is that reef which is exposed at low tide. We all know oystercatchers use this habitat but do other birds use it as well? If they do, how important is this habitat that is threatened by sea level rise? We surveyed three sets of reef in West Galveston Bay and three sets in Drum and Bastrop Bays twice a month for 18 months and collected a lot of data! We were hampered a bit when I broke my arm in October 2018 and I have to say thank you to the volunteers that helped keep the project going while I was out of commission. They are Scott Buckel, Alan Wilde, Keith Wise, and John Wright. Thanks guys!

We recorded fifty species of birds using this habitat over the course of the study and data analysis is ongoing. Many species like Willets and Ruddy Turnstones use this habitat to feed but there were also a lot of pelicans, gulls, and terns using the reefs for self-maintenance behaviors like resting, preening, and bathing. Most interesting to me was that while oystercatchers use this habitat to feed, they used it a greater percentage of the time just as the pelicans, gulls and terns were. They rested, preened, and bathed in this habitat that is safe from predators. Who knew reefs were so important to so many different species of birds?!
GCBO’s Online Bird School
By Celeste Silling

In nature, birds have to adjust to their surroundings and now we at GCBO have to adjust to ours. As COVID 19 sweeps across our nation and people are forced to stay home, we have to move our education programs online.

GCBO’s new Online Bird School is a free online resource for parents and kids of all ages. As with our normal education programs, we are aiming to introduce students to birds, birding, and conservation through fun and informative activities. Some of our first classes are Intro to Birding, Intermediate Birding, Advanced Birding, Research with Dr. Sue, and Winnie the Wilson’s Plover.

For younger students, Winnie the Wilson’s plover is perfect for teaching reading comprehension, life science, and conservation. For older students, classes like Research with Dr. Sue will teach them what it means to be a researcher and how to design an experiment. For kids of all ages and even adults new to birding, the Birding courses are a fun and easy way to learn how to identify birds in the wild.

We will be adding even more courses to the curriculum as time goes on, so check back in frequently! This is a great opportunity for kids to become scientists and wildlife advocates from their living rooms!

Visit the website here: https://gcbo-school.thinkific.com/

Winnie the Wilson’s Plover
By Celeste Silling

Winnie the Wilson’s Plover is a children’s book that shows parents and children the obstacles that a Wilson’s Plover faces during nesting season. This story not only makes readers sympathize with the birds, but it also teaches kids how to help them. Many of the problems that these birds face are human-made and can easily be human-stopped.

A great example of this is when Winnie is faced with a young child running into the nesting territory. Normally, a child might not think that this is a problem, so long as they don’t smash the eggs or hurt the bird. But from Winnie’s eyes, we see that the mere presence of a human is stressful and therefore harmful to the bird and eggs. This shows children that they can help the birds by giving them space and not disturbing them.

Frequently, humans can be a detriment to nature and we don’t even know it. I’ve found that often people are perfectly willing to change their ways if you only show them why and how. Children are especially eager to help their animal friends, it’s only a matter of telling them how to do it.

Winnie the Wilson’s Plover book cover.
Find us at the beach!
Illustrated by Celeste Silling

Phillips 66 furnished a grant that made this possible, thank you!
FAREWELL

Allan Berger – Board Member
We want to thank Alan for his service and term on the GCBO Board. Allan brought with him a deep environmental commitment and helped GCBO become a more green organization. Alan, and his wife Brigid, also play a big part in our American Oystercatcher monitoring by volunteer their time and boat, and we are thankful they continue this important work, and support of GCBO. Thank you Alan!

Jan Cato - Board Member
Jan has been a big part of GCBO for many years in various capacities, and she remains a supporter by now sitting on our Advisory Board. Her last term on the board has helped GCBO expand our reach and vision, and new funding opportunities. She remains one of our biggest ambassadors spreading the good word about GCBO. Thank you for all you do Jan!

Tom Morris – Board Member
Tom recently completed his board term, but has been an active supporter and volunteer with GCBO for many years. He served as Board Treasurer and played a big part on our Investment Committee. Tom also spent many months helping us with our financial documents and procedures during staff change over a few years ago. Thank you Tom!

Heather Hill – Biology Intern
From September through November, Heather joined us as Biology Intern to help with research projects. Heather is a recent graduate from Florida State University with degrees in Biology and Studio Art, and has a great interest in the bird world. Heather helped with monitoring shorebirds and Black Skimmers, our intertidal reefs study, the American Oystercatcher project, the Loggerhead Shrike project, and XHX. She also created and painted two wonderful photo booths! She has been a wonderful asset and friend here at GCBO, and we wish her well in her future biology work.

WELCOME

Celeste Sillings – Education & Outreach Manager
Celeste was born and raised in Albuquerque, New Mexico, attending Lawrence University, WI, receiving her Bachelor’s in Biology in 2016. Focused on her passions of conservation and education, she has worked in botany research, a husbandry project, as a shorebird crew leader and sage-grouse research technician, and Environmental Education. Working with birds and doing public education and outreach were always her favorite parts. Now pursuing her talents and interests as the Education and Outreach Manager here at the GCBO, she loves teaching people about the environment, enjoys nature, and birding in her free time!

Russell Pope – Board Member
Russell grew up on the Gulf Coast in Brazoria County, spending summer breaks enjoying the beaches, rivers, and wildlife. He earned his Associates Degree from Brazosport College, then a Bachelor’s of Science in Environmental Management from the University of Houston – Clear Lake. Russell is a Senior Environmental Specialist for CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric. His primary role is managing the Electric Division’s oil spill response program, ensuring habitats are protected, and supports the avian protection and waste management programs. He trains employees to be responsible environmental stewards, and serves as an active volunteer with Galveston Bay area conservation events like Marsh Mania and Bay Day. When not working, Russell spends most of his time outdoors, enjoying the early morning sitting on the patio with his wife drinking coffee and watching and listening for birds, and tending to land and livestock. Russell and his wife love to admire wildlife and their habitats.

Morgan Barnes – Biology Intern
Morgan grew up in Chicago, and majored in Ecology, Behavior and Evolution at UCLA, with a minor in Conservation Biology. She has worked as an Invasive Species Technician for USFW removing invasive Burmese Pythons, and other invasives such as feral cats and iguanas, followed by an Avian Monitoring Internship in Kodiak, AK, monitoring Aleutian tern nests and living on a boat for 6 weeks counting marine birds. She is now assisting with the shorebird programs at GCBO till mid-summer. Morgan ultimately plans to attend graduate school, focus TBD, and then enjoy a long career in wildlife conservation.

Our Vision is a healthy ecosystem with abundant space for birds to survive and thrive around the Gulf of Mexico.
WE GRATITUDE ACKNOWLEDGE CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & GOVERNMENT GRANTS

We are privileged to acknowledge generous support received between August 1, 2019 and January 31, 2020.

Albert & Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundations
Alpha Delta Kappa Sorority Texas
Amazon Smile Foundation
American Bird Conservancy
Arthur A. Seeligson Jr. Conservation Fund
Audubon Outdoor Club of CC
BASF Corporation
BP Foundation
Brizo Construction LLC
CenterPoint Energy
Chase Ultimate Rewards
Chevron Matching Employee Funds, YourCause, LLC
Community Foundation of Brazoria County
Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
Doyle & Wachstetter, Inc.
Ducks Unlimited
Exxon Mobil Foundation
First National Bank of Lake Jackson
First State Bank
Friends of Brazoria Wildlife Refuge
Galveston Bay Area Chapter – Master Naturalist
Harris County Precinct 4 (SAP) Counties Senior
Jacob & Terese Hershey Foundation
John P. McGovern Foundation
Kroger Community Rewards
Lakewood Forest Garden Club
Matagorda Bay Bird Fest
Memorial NW Ladybugs Garden Club
Moody Gardens
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
Network for Good (Facebook)
Olin Blue Cube Operations LLC
SK Foundation
St. Vincent de Paul Church
Texas Purple Martins LLC
The Oak Financial LLC
Total USA Foundation
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
University of Houston

OUR DEEPEST THANKS TO OUR INDIVIDUAL DONORS, CONTRIBUTORS, AS WELL AS NEW AND RENEWING MEMBERS

We would like to give special recognition to the following individuals who donated to our programs or gave towards memberships between August 1, 2019 and January 31, 2020.

Thank you for your vital support.

Dotty Abruzzese • Melissa Adams • Bill Ahlstrom • Marcia & Ed Amb • Abhay Anello • Wendy Argueta
Valarie Athan • Jan & Mike Austin • Frank & Sally Bagley • Becky Bailey • Elijah Baker • Jacob Baker
Joey Barnes • Sharon Barr • Ed Barrios • Pam Barron • Linda Bartholome • Jack Bartley • Carol Basco
Carol & Charles Bawden • Robert Beckham • Carroll Beiser • Taylor Bennett • Peg Bennett • Lisa & Jerry Berg
Brigid & Allan Berger • Jayden & Nyckolas Bergerson • Monica Berger • James Best • Bonnie Bilcik • Jean Booth
Peggy Bosston • Donna Bosworth • Michelle Bradford • Robert Bradshaw • Dawn Brannwell • Doy Brooks
Rosemary Brown • Janet & Kasen Bruner • Debbie & Jack Brunet • Lori Burton • Carly & Larry Butcher
Judith & Rick Calhoun • Teri & Gene Campbell • Deborah & Stephen Carroll • William J. & Jan Cato
Carla S. Cavellied • Michelle & Craig Champlin • Marilyn Gay Chapman • David Cimprich • Rut Clabough
Steven & Kerstin Clark • Kathy & Gary Clark • Danna Clark • Susie Cleary • Fred Collins • Becca Collins
Deneise & Dennis Conrad • Elizabeth Cosgrove • Teresa & Joey Cox • Brian Clether • Barbara Crum
Jeffrey & Karen Craig • Steven Craig Damuth • Joy Daundery • Bob Dauney • Patti & Carey Davis
Paul & Robbie Davis • Emma Davis • Dianna Davis • Mary Davis • Juanta Davis • Martha de la Garza
Alexander Willem Degroot • John DePue • Timothy Devarene • Andy D. & Peter Dietrich • Dennis & Nancy Dillow
Kain Dishongh • Richard Dixon • Jerry Domingues • Peter & Chris Donnio • Wayne Dowhu
Matt & Debra Dozier • Mickey & Sue Duillio • Dennis Durkee • Mary Carol Edwards • Johnny & Sharon Elias
Tom & Connie Elliott • Jane & Jerry Erpner • John Erfman • Haley Fagan • Emma Fagan • Nathan Fairbanks
Margaret & Frank Faresa • Rose Faterheere • Merriwood Ferguson • Todd Felle • Joe & Renee Fischer
Daniel Fischer • Kylea Flippin • Carmen & Ruben Flores • Mary Ann Flores • Ilsa Fontaine • Robert & Lynn Forster
Carmen Morgan • Ruth Friedlich • Peg Gall • Becky Galway • Bethany Gardner • Santiago Garcia
Elizabeth Garney • Steve & Elizabeth Cast • Sidney Gauthreaux • Susan Gayle • Cullen Gesselman
Bette Gerhol • Viola Geslin • Eileen Glaser • David Glenn • Ian Glennie • Linley Glover
Lucie & Charles Golden • Louis Golish • Lesley Goodman • Jennifer Gorral • Nancy Graham • William Grausner
Renee & Bob Grumblescher • Susan & Lawrence Grumboski • Kathryn Hulik • Paul Hulm
Jan & David Hanson • Sheila Hargis • Sabrina & Shawn Harrigan • Carolyn & Tommy Harris • Tina Harrold
Kenneth & Siew Hartman • Harolene Hatley • Lynn Hay • Cathy Hay • Sue Heath • Michael Heath
James Helmer • Linda Henders • Melissa Henrund • Jackie & Jim Hicks • Diane & James Hill • Stephen Huddy
Adria Hogg • Ira Head • Jason Heller • William Howard • Cindy Howlett • Daniel Howlett • Jacki Hunt
William Hunter • Fredericka Hunter • Grace & Anthony M. Joneshek • Sarah & Ricardo Jasper
Margo & William Johnson • Werner & Terry Johnson • Ada & David Johnson
Charlotte Johnson • Chelone Johnston • Carol Jones • Ruth Jones • Joelyn Jones • Cynthia & Domenic Jordy • Wendy Keitel
Gary Kelly • Judy & Joseph Kestner • Thomas Kiefer • Mary King • Billy Kiespeter • Gary & Martelle Kimpel
Frederick Koberg • Jan & Kevin Kolk • Brian & Jennifer Kolthammer • Christina & Olivia Kraemer
Jerry Krampota • Nancy B Krupp • Patricia Lambert • Ann & Mike Lange • Jean-Michel Lanskin • Robert Lawrence
Cannon Lay • Cristal Le Bel • Checha & Mike Leatherwood • James Lee • Marc LeKotz • Mary LeKotz
Cindy & Sandy Lindley • Amanda Lindley • Jon & Joanne Little • Richard Littkens • David Lookingbill
Lauree Looper • Chris Lowman • David & Carol Lowrey • Bradford Lucht • Lucy Ly • Nguyen Ly
Sanjai & Patricia Manci-Chen • Brand Mannchen • Jonathan Marcantel • Sheri Marroquin
Patricia & Edward Marshall • Louise & Kenneth Martin • Andrew Martin • Barbara Martin • Carol Mattner
Lauren & Chris McCoy • Richard & Lisa McCombs • Kathleen & Robert McCombs • Sandra McKen • Patrick & Joanne McMahon • Candy McMee • Jenny Meinzem • Cindy Merseanu
Sandra Mikfuscik • John Milton • Marcy Miller • Kelly Miller • Carole & Forrest Mobley
Shirley & Raymond Mondshine • Arlene Montgomery • Barbara Moore • Roy Morgan • Jac Morgan • Beck Morgan
Kimberlyn Morgan • Ethel & Tom Morris • Russell & Marilyn Moy • Travis & Kristen Moy • Ronald Muery
Sara Munson • Lynn Musgrave • Anton Nielson • Debbie Nielson • Jan Nunnally • Michael & Diana Nuit
Alice O’Donell • Peggy O’Neill • Wayne & Alice O’Quin • Brent & Dora Ann Ortego • Statira Overtree
Barbara Padgett • Sandra Parker • Louis Pelletier • Emilee Peters • Claudia Phillips • Mitchell Philpott
Larry & Susan Polich • KT Porter • Karen & Mike Potter • Jean Pratta • Carol Price • Warren Press • Katie Quilty
Claudia Quintero • Laura & George Ragsdale • Thelma Rass • Sofia & Rav Ramchandran • Kirby Rastep
Eden Rayburn • Richard Redmond • Deborah & David Ripass • Anna Reyna • Mary Ruth Rhodenbaugh
Hope Rhubottom • Cory Rich • Lucy Richardson • Anna Rivera • Sharon & Daniel Ritter • Dorothy & Kenneth Russell
Jimmy & Luanne Salinas • Robert Sander • Jo-An Sanders • William Dean Saulmon • Jeff Schaberg • David Schif
William Schmidt • Wendy Schneider • Raymond & Concinni Schuetze • Darrell & Donna Schwebel
Susan & David Scott • Michelle Seay • Julie & Cliff Shackelford • Judy & Bobby Shakoul • Hazel Shlaugnessy
Kerrin Sill • Nancy Shelle • Minnette Shively • John Shreves • Carlos & Leslie Silva • Nina Sita • Letha Sledge
Martin Slaughter • Herb Smith • Thomas Smith • Cyndi Smith • Donna Smith • Pam Smolten • Joel & Stan Snow
Blake Sokora • Ann Spruell • Dwight Stahl • Laraine Stahl • Katie, Doug, & Michele Stallard • Polly Stanford
Ellen Stark-Brown • Joshua Stavinoha • Denise Stephens • Jonathon & Megan Stigant • Helen Stigant
Dirk & Elizabeth Sinton • James & Carla Strauss • Gregory & Michelle Sturut • Beverly Sullivan
Michelle Summers • Mark Sutherland • Mark Swanson • Bill Swopo • Martha Sylvester • Thomas A & Virginia Taroni
Liam Taylor • Betty Taylor • Robert Templeton • Norman Tellow • Katie Tews • Jeni Thompson • Kristi Thulin
Regina Tippet • Kimberly Triff & Martha Triff • Sheryl & Harold Truela • Sarah & Geraint Trean • Allan Trean
Carlos Trevo • Teresa Trolmer • Hume True • Dennis True • Van Venil • Barbara Vest • George & Judy Vogel
Brenda & Morton Voller • Hans Von Marenberd • Jamie B. Wagner • Dennis Walden • Richard & Melody Walsh
Sean Walters • Walter Ward • Barbara & Frederick Washburn • Becky & Wayne L. Watkins • Roland Wauser
Mary Ann & Ann West • Sonia White • Sharon & Don White • Maggie Westerly
Bob Whittman • Sue Wiedenfeld • Karen Wiehoff • Barbara Wiley • Marianne & Tonye Wilkins
Johnny & Donna Williams • Kathy & Gary Williams • Amanda Williams • Jim & Betsy Winn
Robin & Keith Wise • Maryetta Wood • Janey Woodylde • Barbara Yoder
Stephanie Zamora-Lewis • Colby Zeigler-Pekins • Susan Zimmerman

YOUR SUPPORT IS VITAL
GCBO Volunteers: Your Help and Support are Invaluable!

Our volunteers continue to amaze and impress us with their dedication to GCBO and our shared mission. Whatever our needs, there always seem to be someone willing and able to step up and make it happen. From July 1, 2019 to January 31, 2020, volunteers contributed an amazing 4662 hours to the conservation of birds and habitat and to increasing public awareness of the value and need for conservation.

Thank you for all you do for birds on behalf of GCBO!

Summayah Abdullah • Bill Ahlstrom
Noel Anderson • Dana & Ken Arnold
Oron Atkins • Bob Baer • Morgan Barnes
Ed Barrios • Susan Baskin
Pedro Becquer-Ramos • Brigid & Allan Berger
Monica Berry • Dana Borham • Justin Bosler
Kaitlyn Braddock • Patty Brinkmeyer
Marcy Brown • Rita Burke • Winifred Burkett
Elizabeth Cornwell • Melissa Crookshank
Alexander Willem Degroot • Andy Dietrich
Andrew Dietrich • Mickey & Sam Dufilho
Jane & Jerry Eppner • Tad Finnell
Cindy Freeman • Bob & Ruth Friedricks
Phyllis Gerdes • Houston Glover
Lesley Goodman • Tomislav Gracanin
Donna Graham • Patrick Grieco
Veda Hackell • Jan & David Hanson
Paula Hanson • Gerardo Haro
Sara Harrison • Michael Heather
Deborah, Larkin, & Finnian Helman
Sandy Henderson • Jackie & Jim Hicks
Heather Hill • Linda Hoffman • Phil Huxford
Mary Helen Israel • Carol Jones • Joe Kennedy
Jerame Kevaly • Chris Kneupper
Brian Kolthammer • Ann & Mike Lange
Amanda Linford • Robert & Kay Lookingbill
Kori Lugar • Mary & Preston Mack
Alexiz & Maria Martinez
Marvin Masters • Madi McDermid
Sharon & Mel McKee • Trisha Meiller
Tom Morris • Lisa & Heardy Myers
Debbie & Jim Nance • Kathy Pittman
Susan & Doug Potts • Warren Pruess
Kyle & Kathy Purvis • Lin & Johnny Richey
Peggy & Pete Romh • Jimmy & Luanne Salinas
Steven & Mara Saltsman • Jennifer Sanchez
Mary Schwartz • Kerri Shaw
Brooks & Scibhann Short • Nina Sitra
Joellen Snow • Brenda Stitt • Mark Swanson
Thomas Taroni • Allen (AJ) Timmer
Regina Tippett • Janet Townsend
Sheryl & Harold Travis • Linda Ulmer
Victor Wade • Beverly Walton • Ronald Weeks
Lucy & Gary Weeks • Pam West
Bob Whitmarsh • Susan Whitmer
John & Jana Whittle • Tracey & Mike Williams
Robin & Keith Wise
Jennifer & Hannah Wisecup
Janey Woodley • John & Lynn Wright
Barbara Yoder

A Pond by Volunteers

By Martin Hagne

It was completed last September, made by volunteers from start to finish, led by Phil Huxford who even brought his tractor to make it all possible! The old water feature was damaged by Hurricane Harvey and collapsed.

Thanks to our wonderful volunteers, that feature is now replaced with a beautiful new pond and water feature. These dedicated volunteers worked diligently in the heat! Plants were dug up from around the old feature and potted to be replanted, the old feature was dismantled, and the huge rocks moved and used in the new structure.

Sam Dufilho, Vic Wade, Tom Taroni, and Oron Atkins hand dug the finer features of the pond, amongst other work, while Phil operated his tractor to first dig the hole. The watering system around the pond was also re-plumbed thanks to board member Michael Heather. Brian Kolthammer, Jennifer Sanchez, Gary Weeks and Harold Travis also contributed their knowhow and sweat to the cause. Tad Finnell lead the electrical work for the pump installation.

Thank you to everyone who pitched in! This is such a wonderful feature, and visible from the rocking chairs on the new front deck! Come enjoy!

Flight Forever Legacy Circle

Leave a Legacy... For the Birds!

Gulf Coast Bird Observatory formed the “Flight Forever Legacy Circle” to ensure the long-term conservation of our migratory birds and their habitats. Perpetuate your love of birds and the Gulf Coast Bird Observatory beyond your lifetime. By making a planned gift – through your will or estate plan, a bequest, a trust, a retirement plan, or an insurance policy – you can create a personal legacy that will have a strong and lasting impact for birds and conservation into the future.

If you have already included Gulf Coast Bird Observatory in your estate plans, we hope you will let us know so that we may honor you in our Legacy Circle membership. Your willingness to be listed as a member encourages others.

However, if you wish to remain anonymous please let us know of your plans on a confidential basis.

Legacy Circle members receive exclusive invitations to special events and trips. If you are considering a Legacy gift, please email or call Martin at GCBO to discuss your plans.
979-480-0999 • mhagne@gcbo.org

GCBO RV Volunteers Are Awesome!

Steven and Mara Saltsman recently finished a three-month stint as our RV volunteers helping with maintenance projects. Thank you guys!

Sheryl and Harold Travis will be back again to cover the RV slot after summer, along with Lilly the dog!
Our Mission
Protect birds and their habitats around the Gulf of Mexico and beyond.

Smith Point Hawk Watch:
The Hawk Watch at Smith Point will begin on August 15th at the Candby Abshier Wildlife Management Area in Smith Point, Texas and continue through November 30th. 20+ species of raptors will be coming through the area and this is your chance to learn about their southward migrations. This is an amazing sight to see and you can be a part of it by helping us count birds! This is a free event and volunteers are on site daily from 8 am to 4 pm. to count birds and answer questions.

Brew on the Bayou:
Previously scheduled for March 21, 2020, Brew has been moved to November 7. Visitors will sample specialty brews from local breweries as well as wines. This event features live music, food from local food trucks, a live raptor show, pontoon boat rides, and a silent auction. Our beautiful wooded grounds will be lit by torchlight making it a perfect spot to enjoy the brews, the food and the music! $20 in advance or $25 at the door.